INTERNATIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS CENTER & MUSEUM WEBQUEST

Use the following website to answer the questions below:


>Click the VISIT tab at the top of the page and then select THE MUSEUM. Finally, select EXHIBITS:

1) Read the descriptions of the following 3 exhibits, *All Men Are Created Equal, A Moment that Changed America, Jail No Bail*! Describe each exhibit and reflect on the national significance of the Greensboro Four and the lunch counter they protested at.

>Click the EXPLORE tab at the top of the page and then select CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT. Finally, select THE SIT-IN MOVEMENT:

2) Describe the national impact of the Greensboro sit-in specifically by including the data given.

3) Give 2 observations about the Sit-In Movement using the timeline given.

>Under the same tab, click GREENSBORO CHRONOLOGY:

4) After reading this timeline of events, explain the overall outcome of the Greensboro Sit-In for the local community. Was this case of civil disobedience effective? Explain.

5) Looking at the timeline given, explain specifically how this local community played a major role in the Civil Rights movement for the entire nation. Be specific in your answer giving factual content to back up your reasoning.

>Overall wrap up question:

6) From your exploration of the Civil Rights Museum website, discuss the museum’s effectiveness, in your opinion, of telling the overall story of the Civil Rights Movement.